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Questions for you:Questions for you:Questions for you:Questions for you:

•• First Dev Summit? First Dev Summit? 
•• General General geoprocessinggeoprocessing??
•• ModelBuilderModelBuilder??•• ModelBuilderModelBuilder??
•• Python?Python?
•• Script tools?Script tools?
•• .NET, Java?.NET, Java?



What is Geoprocessing?What is Geoprocessing?
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What is Geoprocessing?What is Geoprocessing?

GeoprocessingGeoprocessing=ComputeCompute

Automate Automate 
GIS TasksGIS Tasks

Modeling Modeling 
&&

AnalysisAnalysis
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Macros versus ToolsMacros versus ToolsMacros versus ToolsMacros versus Tools

•• Geoprocessing = Computing with geographic dataGeoprocessing = Computing with geographic data
–– quickly and easily turn your ideas into repeatable workflows quickly and easily turn your ideas into repeatable workflows 

(software)(software)
•• Two basic approaches: macro and toolTwo basic approaches: macro and tool
•• A macro is tied to a specific set of dataA macro is tied to a specific set of data

A l ith ti l (“St t ”) t tA l ith ti l (“St t ”) t t–– A layer with a particular name (“Streets”), geometry type A layer with a particular name (“Streets”), geometry type 
(lines), fields (“CFCC”, “Meters”)(lines), fields (“CFCC”, “Meters”)

–– In order to work on another set of data, either the macro code In order to work on another set of data, either the macro code 
or data must be changedor data must be changed

•• A tool parameterizes dataA tool parameterizes data
–– It is not hardIt is not hard--coded to a particular set of datacoded to a particular set of dataIt is not hardIt is not hard coded to a particular set of datacoded to a particular set of data
–– Handles incorrect data gracefully (i.e., doesn’t allow polygons Handles incorrect data gracefully (i.e., doesn’t allow polygons 

to be input)to be input)



Macros and tools inMacros and tools in ArcGISArcGISMacros and tools in Macros and tools in ArcGISArcGIS

•• You can create macros with:You can create macros with:
–– ModelBuilderModelBuilder
–– Python WindowPython Windowyy

•• You can create tools with:You can create tools with:
–– ModelBuilderModelBuilder

SS–– Python ScriptsPython Scripts
–– ArcObjectsArcObjects

•• Tools that you create are called Tools that you create are called custom toolscustom toolsyy
–– …and are found in custom toolboxes that you create…and are found in custom toolboxes that you create



Demo 1Demo 1 –– Macros and tools Models and ScriptsMacros and tools Models and ScriptsDemo 1 Demo 1 Macros and tools, Models and ScriptsMacros and tools, Models and Scripts

•• ModelBuilderModelBuilder for creating a macro for creating a macro 
•• Python Window for creating a macroPython Window for creating a macro
•• ModelBuilderModelBuilder for creating a model toolfor creating a model tool•• ModelBuilderModelBuilder for creating a model toolfor creating a model tool
•• Add Script tool wizard for creating a script toolAdd Script tool wizard for creating a script tool
•• System tools that are model and script toolsSystem tools that are model and script tools
•• Help system organizationHelp system organization

–– Executing tools (i.e., building macros)Executing tools (i.e., building macros)
Creating toolsCreating tools–– Creating toolsCreating tools



Demo 1:
Macros versus tools 

ModelBuilder and 
Scripts



Demo reviewDemo reviewDemo reviewDemo review

•• ModelBuilderModelBuilder for creating a macro for creating a macro 
•• Python Window for creating a macroPython Window for creating a macro
•• ModelBuilderModelBuilder for creating a model toolfor creating a model tool•• ModelBuilderModelBuilder for creating a model toolfor creating a model tool
•• Add Script tool wizard for creating a script toolAdd Script tool wizard for creating a script tool
•• System tools that are model and script toolsSystem tools that are model and script tools
•• Help system organizationHelp system organization

–– Executing tools (i.e., building macros)Executing tools (i.e., building macros)
Creating toolsCreating tools–– Creating toolsCreating tools



Geoprocessing tool characteristicsGeoprocessing tool characteristicsGeoprocessing tool characteristicsGeoprocessing tool characteristics
•• Functional decompositionFunctional decomposition

–– Tool does one elemental operation wellTool does one elemental operation well–– Tool does one elemental operation wellTool does one elemental operation well
•• Tool has 0…n parametersTool has 0…n parameters

–– Each parameter has a data typeEach parameter has a data type
•• A tool MUST HAVE outputA tool MUST HAVE output

–– For chaining in For chaining in ModelBulderModelBulder
•• The tool UI is automatically constructedThe tool UI is automatically constructedThe tool UI is automatically constructedThe tool UI is automatically constructed
•• A tool validates itselfA tool validates itself

–– Checks and updates values, repaints UI, messagesChecks and updates values, repaints UI, messages
U d t l t (d i ti f d t ) th th iU d t l t (d i ti f d t ) th th i–– Uses data elements (descriptions of data) rather than opening Uses data elements (descriptions of data) rather than opening 
datasetsdatasets

•• A tool describes its output A tool describes its output 
–– Prior to execution, creates an output data elementPrior to execution, creates an output data element
–– For For ModelBuilderModelBuilder chainingchaining



Default values should not raise errorsDefault values should not raise errorsDefault values should not raise errorsDefault values should not raise errors



Demo 2Demo 2 –– basic script toolbasic script toolDemo 2 Demo 2 basic script toolbasic script tool

•• Reads a table and creates an html file of the tableReads a table and creates an html file of the table
•• Two parameters:Two parameters:

–– The tableThe tableThe tableThe table
–– The output html fileThe output html file



Demo 2:
Simple script tool –

Table to HTML



ReviewReviewReviewReview

•• GetParameterAsTextGetParameterAsText(index)(index)
–– How parameters are received by the scriptHow parameters are received by the script

•• Add Script Tool WizardAdd Script Tool WizardAdd Script Tool WizardAdd Script Tool Wizard
–– Properties can be updated later using Properties dialogProperties can be updated later using Properties dialog

•• ParametersParameters
–– LabelLabel
–– Data TypeData Type
–– Direction (input, output, derived)Direction (input, output, derived)Direction (input, output, derived)Direction (input, output, derived)
–– Required vs. OptionalRequired vs. Optional
–– FiltersFilters



Data typesData typesData typesData types

•• Core concept of GPCore concept of GP
•• Every data type has:Every data type has:

–– A UI controlA UI controlA UI controlA UI control
–– BuiltBuilt--in validation logicin validation logic
–– A string representationA string representation

•• Two basic typesTwo basic types
–– DatasetsDatasets
–– Scalar (numbers, strings, simple structures)Scalar (numbers, strings, simple structures)Scalar (numbers, strings, simple structures)Scalar (numbers, strings, simple structures)

•• Datasets have corresponding data elementsDatasets have corresponding data elements
–– Properties accessed using DescribeProperties accessed using Describe
–– Lightweight descriptions of the datasetLightweight descriptions of the dataset
–– Fields, extent, spatial reference, etc.Fields, extent, spatial reference, etc.



Common data typesCommon data typesCommon data typesCommon data types

•• Layers (i.e. Feature Layer, Raster Layer, etc)Layers (i.e. Feature Layer, Raster Layer, etc)
–– Allows user to pick a layer from the TOC, a dataset on disk, or Allows user to pick a layer from the TOC, a dataset on disk, or 

a .a .lyrlyr file on diskfile on disk
–– Cursors will only return selected features in the layerCursors will only return selected features in the layer

•• Table ViewTable View
Anything represented as a table (Feature Layer Joined tablesAnything represented as a table (Feature Layer Joined tables–– Anything represented as a table (Feature Layer, Joined tables, Anything represented as a table (Feature Layer, Joined tables, 
tables on disk, etc)tables on disk, etc)

–– Cursors will only return selected rows (or features) in the tableCursors will only return selected rows (or features) in the table
•• Long, Double, String, etc.Long, Double, String, etc.
•• What data type to use?What data type to use?

–– Find a tool similar to what you want to doFind a tool similar to what you want to do–– Find a tool similar to what you want to doFind a tool similar to what you want to do
–– Tool reference page lists the data typeTool reference page lists the data type
–– Experiment in Experiment in ModelBuilderModelBuilder



Demo 3:
Using ModelBuilder to 

explore data types



More script tool examplesMore script tool examplesMore script tool examplesMore script tool examples

•• Table Fields to HTML tool to only report selected fieldsTable Fields to HTML tool to only report selected fields
•• Example tool that uses keywordsExample tool that uses keywords
•• Example of using a BooleanExample of using a Boolean•• Example of using a BooleanExample of using a Boolean



Demo 4:
Fields, Keywords, 

Booleans



Demo 4 reviewDemo 4 reviewDemo 4 reviewDemo 4 review

•• Fields:Fields:
–– Are always ‘obtained from’ another parameterAre always ‘obtained from’ another parameter

•• Keywords:Keywords:Keywords:Keywords:
–– A Value List filter on a string parameterA Value List filter on a string parameter
–– Keywords should be upper case, no spacesKeywords should be upper case, no spaces

•• Booleans:Booleans:
–– always have two keywordsalways have two keywords

•• The True keyword is listed first, False keyword secondThe True keyword is listed first, False keyword secondy , yy , y
–– In scripting, you can either passIn scripting, you can either pass

•• The keywordsThe keywords
•• Python True or FalsePython True or FalsePython True or FalsePython True or False
•• A 0 = false, anything else = trueA 0 = false, anything else = true

–– You should supply a default valueYou should supply a default value



Demo 4 reviewDemo 4 reviewDemo 4 reviewDemo 4 review

•• MultiValuesMultiValues are passed to script as a semiare passed to script as a semi--colon delimited colon delimited 
stringstring
––““aaa;bbb;ccc;dddaaa;bbb;ccc;ddd””aaa;bbb;ccc;dddaaa;bbb;ccc;ddd

•• TranformTranform to python list with:to python list with:
––mylistmylist = = stringstring.split.split(“;”)(“;”)

––Fields = Fields = 
arcpy.GetParameterAsTextarcpy.GetParameterAsText(1).split(“;”)(1).split(“;”)



Parameter filtersParameter filtersParameter filtersParameter filters

•• Many data types have filtersMany data types have filters

Value List A list of string or numeric values. Used with String, Long, Double, 
and Boolean parameter data types. 

Range A minimum and maximum value. Used with Long and Double 
data types.

F t A list of allowable feature class types: Point, Multipoint, Polyline, Feature 
Class

st o a o ab e eatu e c ass types o t, u t po t, o y e,
Polygon, MultiPatch, Sphere, Annotation, Dimension. More than 
one value can be supplied to the filter.

File A list of file suffixes Example: "txt; e00; ditamap"File A list of file suffixes. Example: txt; e00; ditamap . 

Field
A list of allowable field types: Short, Long, Single, Double, Text, 
Date, OID, Geometry, Blob, Raster, GUID, GlobalID, XML. More 
than one value can be supplied to the filterthan one value can be supplied to the filter.

Workspace A list of allowable workspace types: File System, Local Database, 
Remote Database. More than one value can be supplied.



ValidationValidation



Parameter properties provide basic validationParameter properties provide basic validationParameter properties provide basic validationParameter properties provide basic validation

•• Have all the required parameters been supplied?Have all the required parameters been supplied?
•• Are the values of the appropriate data types?Are the values of the appropriate data types?
•• Does the input or output exist?Does the input or output exist?•• Does the input or output exist? Does the input or output exist? 
•• Do values match their filter? Do values match their filter? 



Full validationFull validationFull validationFull validation
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ToolValidatorToolValidator ClassClassToolValidatorToolValidator ClassClass

•• Introduced at 9.3Introduced at 9.3
•• A Python class that you programA Python class that you program
•• Allows full control of dialogAllows full control of dialog•• Allows full control of dialogAllows full control of dialog

–– Better UI, validating relationships between parameters, Better UI, validating relationships between parameters, 
messagingmessaging

All t f ll d ib t t f h i i iAll t f ll d ib t t f h i i i•• Allows you to fully describe outputs for chaining in Allows you to fully describe outputs for chaining in 
ModelBuilderModelBuilder

–– Through the use of a schema objectThrough the use of a schema objectg jg j



ToolTool ValidatorValidator ClassClassTool Tool ValidatorValidator ClassClass
•• InitializeParametersInitializeParameters() () ––

whenever a tool’s signature whenever a tool’s signature gg
is requestedis requested

U d t P tU d t P t ()() ll dll d•• UpdateParametersUpdateParameters() () –– called called 
whenever awhenever a
parameter value is changedparameter value is changed

•• UpdateMessagesUpdateMessages() () –– called called 
UpdateParametersUpdateParameters()()UpdateParametersUpdateParameters()()

3131



Demo 5Demo 5 :
Controlling the UI with 

ToolValidatorToolValidator



Demo 5 reviewDemo 5 reviewDemo 5 reviewDemo 5 review

•• The basics of editing a The basics of editing a ToolValidatorToolValidator classclass
•• Setting up keyword lists, categories Setting up keyword lists, categories 
•• Dynamic update of keyword listsDynamic update of keyword lists•• Dynamic update of keyword listsDynamic update of keyword lists

–– Keyword list changes based on values in another parameterKeyword list changes based on values in another parameter
–– (The kind of stuff basic validation cannot do)(The kind of stuff basic validation cannot do)



Describing the outputDescribing the outputDescribing the outputDescribing the output



Describing the outputDescribing the outputDescribing the outputDescribing the output
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Demo 6Demo 6 –– Updating the description of the outputUpdating the description of the outputDemo 6 Demo 6 Updating the description of the outputUpdating the description of the output

•• Tool takes a line feature class and produces a new point Tool takes a line feature class and produces a new point 
feature class containing the endpoints and midpoints of feature class containing the endpoints and midpoints of 
each lineeach line

•• OutputOutput
–– Point feature classPoint feature class

All the same attributes as the inputAll the same attributes as the input–– All the same attributes as the inputAll the same attributes as the input
–– Additional field named STATUS with these values:Additional field named STATUS with these values:

•• 0 = from point0 = from point
•• 1 = mid point1 = mid point
•• 2 = end point2 = end point

–– Roughly the same spatial extent Roughly the same spatial extent 



Demo 6 reviewDemo 6 reviewDemo 6 reviewDemo 6 review

•• Output datasets have a Schema object that describes the Output datasets have a Schema object that describes the 
datasetdataset

•• You set up rules on how you want to construct the outputYou set up rules on how you want to construct the outputYou set up rules on how you want to construct the output You set up rules on how you want to construct the output 
dataset descriptiondataset description

•• We used We used FieldsRuleFieldsRule = “All”= “All”
ff•• Parameter dependencies declare the initial schema of the Parameter dependencies declare the initial schema of the 

outputoutput
•• You apply rules to the schemaYou apply rules to the schemapp ypp y

–– Feature/Geometry typeFeature/Geometry type
–– ExtentExtent

Additi lFi ldAdditi lFi ld–– AdditionalFieldsAdditionalFields



Schema object methods (rules)Schema object methods (rules)Schema object methods (rules)Schema object methods (rules)
Property name Value(s)

TypeType String: "Feature", "Table", "Raster" , "Container" (for workspaces and 
feature datasets). (Read-only property.)

CloneClone Boolean
FeatureTypeRuleFeatureTypeRule String: "AsSpecified", "FirstDependency"
FeatureTypeFeatureType String: "Simple", "Annotation", "Dimension"

GeometryTypeRuleGeometryTypeRule String: "Unknown", "FirstDependency", "Min", "Max", "AsSpecified"

GeometryTypeGeometryType String: "Point", "Multipoint", "Polyline", "Polygon"

ExtentRuleExtentRule String: "AsSpecified", "FirstDependency", "Intersection", "Union", ExtentRuleExtentRule "Environment"
ExtentExtent Extent object

FieldsRuleFieldsRule String: "None", "FirstDependency", "FirstDependencyFIDsOnly", 
"All", "AllNoFIDs", "AllFIDsOnly", , y

AdditionalFieldsAdditionalFields Python list of field objects

CellSizeRuleCellSizeRule String: "AsSpecified", "FirstDependency", "Min", "Max", 
"Environment"

CellsizeCellsize double
RasterRuleRasterRule String: "FirstDependency", "Min", "Max", "Integer", "Float"

RasterFormatRuleRasterFormatRule String: "Img", "Grid"

AdditionalChildrenAdditionalChildren Python list of datasets to add to a workspace schema.



To review the flow of control is as follows:To review the flow of control is as follows:To review, the flow of control is as follows: To review, the flow of control is as follows: 

1.1. When the tool dialog is first opened, When the tool dialog is first opened, initializeParametersinitializeParameters() () is is 
called. You set up the static rules (rules that don't change based on usercalled. You set up the static rules (rules that don't change based on usercalled. You set up the static rules (rules that don t change based on user called. You set up the static rules (rules that don t change based on user 
input) for describing the output. No output description is created at this input) for describing the output. No output description is created at this 
time since the user hasn't specified values for any of the parameters time since the user hasn't specified values for any of the parameters 
(unless you've provided default values). (unless you've provided default values). ( y p )( y p )

2.2. Once the user interacts with the tool dialog in any way, Once the user interacts with the tool dialog in any way, 
updateParametersupdateParameters() () is called. is called. 
–– updateParametersupdateParameters()() modifies the schema object to account for propertiesmodifies the schema object to account for propertiesupdateParametersupdateParameters() () modifies the schema object to account for properties modifies the schema object to account for properties 

that can't be determined from the parameter dependencies (such as adding a that can't be determined from the parameter dependencies (such as adding a 
new field). new field). 

3.3. After returning from After returning from updateParametersupdateParameters()(), the , the internal validation internal validation gg pp ,,
routines are called and the rules found in the schema object are applied routines are called and the rules found in the schema object are applied 
to update the description of the output data. to update the description of the output data. 

4.4. updateMessagesupdateMessages() () is then called.  No changes to the schema can be is then called.  No changes to the schema can be p gp g ()() gg
made here (output description has already been updated).made here (output description has already been updated).



Internal validationInternal validation –– called aftercalled afterInternal validation Internal validation called after called after 
updateParametersupdateParameters()()

1.1. If a required parameter is empty, post the "Value is If a required parameter is empty, post the "Value is 
required" message to the tool dialog (green dot)required" message to the tool dialog (green dot)

2.2. Check that the value the user entered is of the right type.Check that the value the user entered is of the right type.2.2. Check that the value the user entered is of the right type.Check that the value the user entered is of the right type.
3.3. Check filter membership. Check filter membership. 
4.4. Check existence of input datasetsCheck existence of input datasets
5.5. Generate a default catalog path for output datasets. Generate a default catalog path for output datasets. 
6.6. Update the description of the output data based on a set Update the description of the output data based on a set 

of rules contained in a special object called a Schemaof rules contained in a special object called a Schemaof rules contained in a special object called a Schema. of rules contained in a special object called a Schema. 
7.7. Check existence of output datasets against the Check existence of output datasets against the 

OverwriteoutputsOverwriteoutputs environment setting. environment setting. 
8.8. If the parameter is a Field data type, check that the field If the parameter is a Field data type, check that the field 

exists on the associated table. exists on the associated table. 



Internal validation continuedInternal validation continuedInternal validation continued…Internal validation continued…

9.9. Check that the output dataset isn't the same as the input Check that the output dataset isn't the same as the input 
dataset (unless the output is derived)dataset (unless the output is derived)

10.10. For parameters containing linear and areal unit dataFor parameters containing linear and areal unit data10.10. For parameters containing linear and areal unit data For parameters containing linear and areal unit data 
types, set their default values by examining the types, set their default values by examining the 
corresponding values in corresponding values in ArcMapArcMap

1111 If the output is a coverage grid or INFO table check theIf the output is a coverage grid or INFO table check the11.11. If the output is a coverage, grid, or INFO table, check the If the output is a coverage, grid, or INFO table, check the 
13 character file name limit for these datasets. 13 character file name limit for these datasets. 



What internal validation doesn’t doWhat internal validation doesn’t doWhat internal validation doesn t doWhat internal validation doesn t do

•• Update filters based on interaction with other parameters.Update filters based on interaction with other parameters.
•• Enable/Disable parameters. Enable/Disable parameters. 
•• Calculate default valuesCalculate default values•• Calculate default values. Calculate default values. 
•• Perform any toolPerform any tool--specific parameter interaction. specific parameter interaction. 
•• No custom error/warning messages.No custom error/warning messages.



Derived dataDerived dataDerived dataDerived data

•• An output parameter can either be Required or DerivedAn output parameter can either be Required or Derived
•• A derived output parameter never appears on the tool A derived output parameter never appears on the tool 

dialogdialogdialogdialog
•• Output scalar values (integer, Output scalar values (integer, booleansbooleans, etc) are always , etc) are always 

derivedderived
G t C t t lG t C t t l–– Get Count toolGet Count tool

•• Derived datasets Derived datasets –– 2 basic types:2 basic types:
–– Same as input:Same as input:pp

•• Calculate FieldCalculate Field
•• Add FieldAdd Field
•• Delete FieldDelete FieldDelete FieldDelete Field

–– New outputNew output
•• Create Feature classCreate Feature class
•• Create Feature layerCreate Feature layer•• Create Feature layerCreate Feature layer



Derived output dataDerived output dataDerived output dataDerived output data

•• If there is no change to schema (like Calculate Field):If there is no change to schema (like Calculate Field):

•• If the derived output is anything other than an exact copy If the derived output is anything other than an exact copy 
of the input, use of the input, use ToolValidatorToolValidator and to update the output and to update the output 

hhschemaschema



Describing output datasetsDescribing output datasets –– Three typesThree typesDescribing output datasets Describing output datasets Three typesThree types

•• Derived clones (aka: in/out)Derived clones (aka: in/out) datasets datasets 
–– parameter type = derivedparameter type = derived
–– Description is a Description is a cloneclone of one of the input dataset and, of one of the input dataset and, pp c o ec o e p ,p ,

optionally, some additional propertiesoptionally, some additional properties
–– Think Think AddFieldAddField tool tool –– simply augments the inputsimply augments the input

•• DerivedDerived datasetsdatasets•• DerivedDerived datasetsdatasets
–– parameter type = derivedparameter type = derived
–– Nothing cloned Nothing cloned –– a brand new outputa brand new output
–– Think Create Feature Class toolThink Create Feature Class tool

•• Input workspaceInput workspace
•• Input feature class nameInput feature class namepp

•• RequiredRequired output datasets output datasets 
–– parameter type = requiredparameter type = required

U t th h di lU t th h di l–– User enters pathname, shows up on dialogUser enters pathname, shows up on dialog



Parameter orderParameter orderParameter orderParameter order

• Naming
“I f ” “I f l ”– “Input features”  not “Input feature class”

– Label – what shows up in tool dialog (has spaces)
– Name – what shows up in scripting/command line syntax: label p p g y

with underscores instead of spaces
• Parameter ordering:

1.1. Required input datasetsRequired input datasets1.1. Required input datasetsRequired input datasets
2.2. Required output datasetsRequired output datasets
3.3. Required modifiersRequired modifiers
4.4. Optional inputsOptional inputsp pp p
5.5. Optional modifiersOptional modifiers
6.6. Optional outputsOptional outputs
7.7. Derived outputsDerived outputs

•• Once a tool is released, you cannot insert parameters or Once a tool is released, you cannot insert parameters or 
change parameter orderchange parameter order

You can put an optional parameter at the endYou can put an optional parameter at the end–– You can put an optional parameter at the endYou can put an optional parameter at the end
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Foreground versus Background processingForeground versus Background processingForeground versus Background processingForeground versus Background processing

•• Background processing new in 10.0Background processing new in 10.0
•• Tools running in background have no knowledge of layers Tools running in background have no knowledge of layers 

that are not tool parametersthat are not tool parametersthat are not tool parametersthat are not tool parameters
•• In order for your tool to run in background:In order for your tool to run in background:

–– All layers used by your tool must be parametersAll layers used by your tool must be parameters
–– (You can use any dataset  or .(You can use any dataset  or .lyrlyr file file –– these reside on disk, not these reside on disk, not 

in the application)in the application)


